ГОСТИНИЦА «ДВИНА» ООО ПКП «Титан»
DVINA HOTEL, TITAN Ltd.
_____________________________________________________________
THE INSTRUCTION ABOUT OBSERVANCE OF FIRE PREVENTION RULES AND ACTIONS ON A
CASE OF A FIRE
Dear Guests!
We ask you to observe fire prevention rules in the Dvina Hotel!
1. Smoking in forbidden in the Hotel.
2. Please, smoke in special area.
3. It is forbidden to use electro heating devices (including electro irons, electro tiles, electric kettles
etc.).
4. It is forbidden to use electrical wiring with visible insulation failure.
5.
It is prohibited to use of open fire in the Hotel.
6. Leaving the room do not forget to switch off household and electrical equipment (TV-set, radio, airconditioning, lamps of illumination, battery chargers, etc).
7. Covering the included desk lamps, floor lamps can become the reason of fire.
8. Application and storage of explosive, fire-dangerous substances and materials are forbidden.
9. It is forbidden to left children unattended that playing with matches and lighters.
10. Get familiar with the plan of evacuation located in a corridor of a floor and in number, remember evacuation
outputs and ladders.

In the event of fire in your room:
 Immediately report about happened to fireman guard on telephone number 9-01 or 9-112 and tell
the address of the Hotel, the floor’s number, what is burning and you first and last names.
 Don’t panic!
 Take all possible measures by handyman facilities to stewing.
 If it is not possible to liquidate the center of the inflammation, come out of room and close the door
tightly, not locking it.
 Inform the administrator on duty about the fire
 Abandon dangerous zone and act on the instructions of the personnel and fireman guard.
In the event of fire outside of your room:
 Immediately report about happened to fireman guard on telephone number 9-01 or 9-112.
 Abandon your room after you will close the window, and come out of building. If corridors and stair
hutches are in smoke and abandon the premises of no possibility, remain in your room, opening the
window. Closing and fully compacted door will for a long time protect you from danger.
 To avoid poisoning by smoke close the slots and ventilation holes by towels and bedding.
 With arrival of fireman to the place of event approach to window and give sign about rendering you
help.

DURING FIRE USING LIFT IS FORBIDDEN!

